Roman Numeral Games

These fun and active Roman numeral games will help you practice your adding and number skills with a fun Roman twist!

Roman Numeral Bingo

You will need:
Paper & Pens
Bingo balls/random number generator (you can google these and use them for free).

Set up:
Create your score cards, you can make these bigger depending on your skill level. You can have 5-25 squares, write out your numbers in Roman numerals. The numbers should be muddled up and not in any order, make sure all the cards have a mix of different numbers on them. You can go up to 50 if you are using a 25 square grid.

Rules:
- Each player has a score card.
- Use a random number generator to help you pick the numbers. Write down the numbers that are generated so you can check your answers later.
- Check off your numbers on your bingo card.
- On smaller score cards you must get every number on the square on larger squares you need to make a line of 3/4/5 across, down or diagonally.
- Once you have checked off a line of numerals or completed your card you can call Euge! which means hooray in Latin. Check your answers, if you are the first to complete your card/ create a line you have won!

Extra challenge:
Are you learning your times tables? Instead of calling out numbers write out maths problems (in numerals if you want) and on your score cards write out multiple of the tables you are learning.

5 x II = ?    V x II = ?
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